
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maths: This last term we have been looking in detail at fractions and decimals. At home you could: 

 Use everyday foods to chop and make it into fractions and their equivalent fractions, who ate what? Add and subtract fractions using 

practical objects such as pizza!  

 Designg tiles – investigate how tiles that can be divided up into different fractions. Square Fractions is an investigation into dividing a 

square by straight lines into fractions, this can then also be explored further by using rectangle and other shapes.  

Dice Fractions is a game where fractions are generated by throws of a dice and are ordered and then compared using the < and > 

symbols. 

 All children in year 4 have been learning their times tables to 12 x 12 and have both TTRockstars and their Timestable.co.uk accounts 

to use daily to keep these skills going. 

 We also have learnt how to add and subtract 4-digit numbers using the column method. Practise and recap multiplication and division 

using the column and bus stop method. There are examples of these questions on the Twinkl and Classroom secret free year 4 home 

learning packs that have been published free of charge for you to download and use. 

 

Literacy: 

 In year 4 regular reading with comprehension questions are still really important so 

please encourage your child to read as often as possible! You can use your Bug Club log 

in to read as many books as you like online, these texts have been set according to your 

child’s most recent reading age test score and will progress in difficulty as the children 

learn… 

 Why not try keeping a journal of what happens each day, use lots of lovely descriptive 

language to describe your experiences, thoughts and feelings at this unusual time in your 

lives. 

 Write a story and publish it with illustrations, it could be in a fantasy, portal, horror or 

detective/mystery style, but remember to use paragraphs and fronted adverbials. Think 

carefully about who your story is aimed at! 

 Write an Easter poem, can you write an acrostic or kennings style poem or maybe one 

with repeating phrases throughout. 

 Practise the next two weeks class spelling words and get a family member to test you on 

them out of order at the end of each week. 

Here are some suggested ideas of 

activities that you could enjoy at 

home with your children but please 

do take the opportunity to be 

creative and use your imaginations 

too. 

Please find time each day to read, 

do some writing and maths. 

All children love to run, dance, 

throw/kick a ball or fly a kite so 

please get as much exercise as 

possible. 

I look forward to seeing you all 

and getting back to ‘normal’ in a 

few weeks’ time. 

Happy Easter 

From Miss Humphrys. 

Year 4 Home Learning Opportunities 



Science, History/Geography, R.E and French: 

 In science we are looking at Living Things and Their Habitats How to protect the environment and why this is important, the impact 

of change and the water cycle. There are numerous resources that can be found online for this but why not make a 3D poster of the 

water cycle and bring it in to show us. Or make a power point about fair trade farming and how this helps to protect the environment. 
 

 In History you can recap our work on the Equator, Tropics or Cancer and Capricorn and rainforest locations using world maps online. 

     Understand the climate and structure of the rainforest by making a daily weather chart or forecast video of a particular rainforests         

     weather each day. 

     Learn more about the lives of an indigenous tribes of a Rainforest. Can you find a tribe that we haven’t explored at school and explain    

     about their homes, food, daily life, and medicines using any medium you feel inspired by. 
 

 In RE this term our religion has been Christianity: and the topic was Salvation. As we approached Easter we thought about whether 

forgiveness is always possible for Christians? Why Jesus died on a cross? We were going to learn all about The 10 Commandments 

together but we haven’t had the opportunity to do this this term, so if you can learn this at home and share with us what you have 

learnt that would be amazing… 
 

 In French we have learnt the Parts of the body, Animals - Asking about pets, Describing animals using adjectives and to use 

prepositions. Keep these skills sharp by visiting https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/z39d7ty 

 

Expressive Arts & Design: 

 Draw and sketch the plants which are growing in your garden or an 

object in your house. 

 Paint to experiment with colour mixing and creating washes especially 

in water colours 

 Take a felt tip pen for a walk around the page and create 

 Sew something Easter related such as an egg or bunny 

 Make collages and junk model 

 Keep exploring how to make moving pictures, crate a pop up Easter card 

for a relative (pop it in the post with a letter to make their day!) 

 Make a sculpture out of salt dough, foil, wire or beach finds. 

Please do bring your home learning back into school to 

share with us, once schools reopens. I will look forward 

to seeing what you have achieved. 

 These websites can help you with your home learning: 
BBC bitesize 
Topmark maths 
Timestables uk 
TT Rockstars 
Twinkl Year 4 Home learning pack 
Teachers pet (tpet.co.uk) 
White Rose Maths 
readtheory.org 
National geographic 
Scholastics 
 
 


